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X-ray diffraction techniques have been widely applied for the characterization of
crystal structure of carbon materials and have given useful information, lattice
constants, crystallite size, and degree of the graphitization. “Graphitization” is a
characteristic phenomenon for carbon materials and can be analyzed by different
techniques, including X-ray diffraction. X-ray powder patterns of natural graphite
and coke heat-treated at 1200�C are shown in figure. For X-ray powder pattern of
the coke having turbostratic structure, it is characteristically observed that 10 and
11 diffraction profiles are asymmetric and broad, as compared with symmetrical
and sharp 100 and 110 diffraction profiles of natural graphite, as well as broadening
of 00l diffraction profiles. In the turbostratic structure, each hexagonal net layer
forms two-dimensional lattice independently, in other words, the c-axis cannot be
defined, and correspondingly these diffraction peaks have to be indexed hk, not
three-dimensional hkl.

For the analysis of X-ray diffraction pattern, there are key points that the re-
searchers have to pay attention to in order to measure the diffraction patterns and
to analyze them correctly. The Committee of the Japan Society for the Promotion
of Sciences (JSPS) specified standard procedure for the determination of interlayer
spacing and crystallite sizes of carbon materials by powder diffraction technique,
especially graphitized materials, so-called “Gakushin (JSPS)” method. The method-
ology of the specification was standardized in Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS)
R7651:2007. In this chapter, the standard methodology to obtain reliable values of
the lattice constants and the crystallite sizes of carbon materials is introduced.
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